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The Look for Less from Mine for Nine
Rental Maternity Wear for Formal Occasions
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33 people like this. Be the
first of your friends.
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MEMORANDUM
To: Pregnant Working Women Who Are Required to Wear Suits
Cc: Pregnant Women Invited to Weddings; Pregnant Women Who Live in Inclement Weather
From: DailyCandy Kids
Subject: Your Wardrobe
Effective immediately, your burgeoning belly will no longer limit your ability to dress in materials
other than stretch viscose. Mine for Nine, a new online rental shop for maternity wear, provides
you with access to well-made, hard-to-find clothes for limited-term engagements (i.e., before you
go up a size).
Please be advised that blowing your budget on a suit that will last two months is not
recommended. Instead, rent separates from the likes of Maternal America, Séraphine, Hatch, and
Ripe Maternity for as little as $11 a month. All of the pieces have been measured to ensure a
flattering fit.
For those of you anticipating the need for a winter jacket, Mine for Nine also rent coats for oneto-three-month cycles, as well as formal attire for galas, weddings, and other occasions that

require squeezing swollen feet into high heels without the numbing effect of multiple cocktails.
Available online at minefornine.com.

Oh Happy Day
Jordan Ferney’s blog is an
absolute delight. The party
planner mom of two (who
recently packed up her fam
and moved to Paris for
the year, le jealous sigh) has relaunched her
beloved site, which is chockful of DIY projects,
party ideas, and pretty curiosities. She even shares
her go-to party secret with us: the element of
surprise.
Photos: Courtesy of Mine for Nine; Courtesy of Oh Happy Day
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